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ABSTRACT
Polymer thin membranes are used in a variety of deployable structures that require large areas and
compact stowage. Packaging membrane structures often involves creasing the membrane along
predefined fold lines to enforce the desired kinematics under folding action. Inducing permanent
deformation by folding to a high curvature is a common method to create creases, particularly in the
design of solar sails. The distinct mechanical characteristics at the crease regions have a profound effect
on the subsequent deployment and tensioning of the membrane structures. The mechanical and
geometric properties at the crease are related to the crease formation process, but the relationship is not
well understood due to the presence of viscoelasticity and plasticity. This thesis seeks to investigate the
relation between permanent material deformation and creasing behavior. In particular, creasing
experiments are performed on polyimide thin films to identify the conditions for creasing onset. Uniaxial
tension yield tests are conducted to relate material yielding with creasing onset.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Polyimide thin membranes are commonly used when designing large deployable spacecraft structures.
They can be stored extremely compactly through wrapping and folding following predefined crease
patterns. Solar sailing is an exciting space propulsion technology that uses thin membranes as a key
component. Solar sailing uses solar radiation pressure to create thrust through the interaction of photons
with the reflective surface of the sail. Several missions and designs have been created to demonstrate
folding, deployment and operation of solar sails, such as NanoSail-D [1], CubeSail [2], IKAROS [3], and
Gossmer-1 [4]. The Near-Earth Asteroid Scout is the most current solar sail project being developed by
NASA. The design and successful deployment of the IKAROS mission are shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Images of JAXA's IKAROS mission [16, 17]

In order for this propulsion technology to provide a useful amount of thrust, the sail needs to extend to
cover a large area relative to the size of the spacecraft. For example, the Near-Earth Asteroid Scout is
propelled by an 86 m2 solar sail while the spacecraft is a 6U CubeSat measuring 10 cm x 20 cm x 30 cm
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[19]. Figure 1.2 showcases an artist rendering of the Near-Earth Asteroid Scout during a mission to
investigate an asteroid.

Figure 1.2 Artist rendering of the Near-Earth Asteroid Scout [19]

To meet these requirements the solar sail material must be extremely lightweight and flexible. Polymer
thin films fulfill these design needs, along with providing excellent thermal properties and high resistance
to damaging solar factors, allowing the solar sail to maintain integrity through the long-duration missions
that these spacecraft must accomplish. The first successful solar sail demonstration, the IKAROS [3]
mission of JAXA, used a 7.5 micron thick polyimide film as the material for their solar sail.
Not only must these sails be lightweight, but they must also meet compact storage requirements.
Packaging schemes typically involve creasing of the sail membrane at well-defined locations, often in an
origami pattern, to achieve compact storage. A crease is defined as a localized slender solid region
connecting two panel regions in a membrane and possesses distinct mechanical properties from the
connecting panel regions. Creasing allows the rotation of the panels about the crease, letting the sail be
stored on top of itself. Multiple methods exist to create creases. One method commonly employed in
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solar sails is through permanent deformation induced by folding the material to a high curvature. Through
this method, creases maintain a permanent curvature at the crease once unfolded and an in-plane tension
is needed to pull the sails flat. The pretension and increase in bending stiffness caused by the presence
of creases has a dramatic impact on the deployment dynamics of the solar sail [3]. Out-of-plane
deformation caused by the creases could affect the thrust direction if pretension is not sufficient as well
as potentially causes hot spots to appear that could damage the sail.
This thesis seeks to examine the relation between the yielding and creasing of a thin polymer membrane.
This will provide a better understanding of the material behavior when undergoing the packaging process
necessary for use as a solar sail. To this end, experiments were performed to investigate the formation
process of a crease on samples of a thin polymer membrane. In particular, the onset of creasing was
examined and compared to tensile tests on the same material. Tensile tests allow a comparative basis to
be formed from a well-understood test, as well as allow for determination of the time period of
viscoelastic strain recovery. The impact of viscoelasticity on creasing was examined through creasing tests
with constant displacement and constant load phases. Once creased, the samples are examined through
microscopic analysis to determine the remaining permanent curvature and whether the sample has fully
creased. ABAQUS FEA was used to compare the onset of creasing with the onset of yielding in the tensile
tests. In the following chapters, the experiment procedures are described, the ABAQUS model is detailed,
and finally the experimental findings are presented.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section provides a summary of some of the existing literature on the creasing of thin films that is most
relevant to this thesis and the behavior of polyimide films in general.

2.1

Thin Film Creasing Behavior

In order to predict the overall response of creased membranes, the mechanical behavior of creasing must
be understood. Recent research has focused on relating the crease properties with the creasing process
through experimental data [8-14]. Satou et al. [8] found that an elasto-plastic FEM model could
successfully predict the loading of a Z-folded membrane, however this model did not capture the
unloading of the membrane. Xia et al. [12] found that a model that considered Poisson’s ratio and a
power-hardening relation predicted folding behavior more reliably. This model showed a critical force
that could be used to predict creasing, however this was not compared to an experimental onset of
creasing. From numerical simulations, the maximum plastic effect length was found to be 1.64 mm for a
0.05 thick membrane. The membrane thickness was also shown to play a significant role in the folding
behavior. In both these studies, time-dependence of the material is not considered. However, polymers
exhibit time-dependent properties which have an effect on creasing and recovery [9,10,13]. Thiria et al.
[9] showed that relaxation effects are present under creasing conditions in Mylar, another commonly used
polymer film for solar sails. From a modeling standpoint, existing studies have modeled creases as beams
[5] and hinges with rotational stiffness [6,7].
Abbott et. al [15] compared the folding behavior of several polymers, including Kapton, to origami paper.
This was done by pressing the polymers between two parallel plates. Kapton was found to have a higher
angle retention than the other polymers tested, although not as high as origami paper. Of particular note,
4

using SEM micrography Kapton was observed to undergo brittle deformation on the interior of the fold.
These crack-like features only occurred on the compressed side and not on the tension side. This brittle
deformation could potentially have a large impact on the creasing mechanics of Kapton film. Existing
literature generally assumes that creasing is purely a result of typical plasticity, however this brittle
deformation shows that this material behaves differently than this assumption.
Dharmadasa et al [14] also performed compression tests on a bent sample between two compression
plates. The pressing force, platen distance and total pressed time were controlled to examine the
influence of each parameter on the neutral angle once the sample was removed from the test. When
force was applied for the press time, it was found that increasing the press time created a lower neutral
angle. This occurred until a plateau in neutral angle, with behavior consistent with Arrhenius activation.
The neutral angle was measured from images throughout a five-minute interval after the test. Force and
displacement control were compared as to repeatability and it was found that force control provides much
better repeatability. Small errors in distance from the testing machine had a large impact on the
corresponding force due to the high slope of the force to displacement curve. An Abaqus model and onedimensional Elastica model were developed that accurately captured force-platen distance relationship
but under-predicted the equilibrium angle. This study did not include viscoelasticity.
Currently the process of crease formation and the onset of creasing are not well understood for polymer
films. The level of force required to cause the onset of creasing has not been well-studied, nor has the
effect of material time-dependence on the onset of creasing. It is also important that permanent
deformation is separated from recoverable viscoelastic deformation. Generally, most existing literature
measures the creasing results immediately during testing or within 24 hours of the test and this may not
allow sufficient time for viscoelastic recovery. Better understanding of these areas could allow for the
development of improved storage methods and better prediction of the sail’s creasing behavior.
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2.2

General Polymer Behaviors

Kapton film is a polymer, defined as a material with large covalently bonded molecules [18]. In a
mechanical sense, the most interesting property of polymers is their viscoelastic behavior. Viscoelastic
materials act as both elastic solids and viscous fluids in certain circumstances. The fluid behavior creates
a time-dependent behavior in the material. For example, when a viscoelastic material undergoes a
constant tensile strain maintained over a period of time, the stress required to maintain this train will
decrease over time, reaching either zero or a final value depending on the type of polymer. When used
as a test, this is called a relaxation or constant displacement test. In a similar manner, if the stress is kept
constant, the strain will increase over time. This is referred to as a creep or constant load test. Since
stress is a function of time during a constant displacement test, the elastic modulus will also vary with
time. This is defined as:
𝐸(𝑡) =

𝜎(𝑡)
𝜀0

(2.1)

A representation of this elastic modulus is given by the Prony series, defined as:
𝐸(𝑡) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐸𝑖 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏𝑖 + 𝐸∞

(2.2)

This Prony series representation can be developed through the use of the time-temperature superposition
principle. This allows tests at different temperatures to be shifted and combined to form a master curve
that represents the materials behavior at a master temperature over much longer periods of time than
the actual testing was performed.

This master curve allows for the selection of large constant

displacement times that can then be used to recover the Prony coefficients Ei through a curve fitting
process.
Another interesting behavior of polymers is nonlinearity. The Young’s modulus of polymers is typically
low compared to other material and deformations can be very large. This means that nonlinear effects
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being to appear very early in polymers, often as early as 1% or 2%. Both material and geometric
nonlinearities appear in polymers. This nonlinearity is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Depiction of differences between linear and non-linear materials [18]

Polymers experience time-dependent failure.

This can manifest in multiple ways, including rate-

dependent yielding and failure through constant load. Rate-dependent yielding forces careful selection
of testing rates and creates difficulty in defining precise yield points. Failure through constant load can
cause delayed yielding or rupture when placed under constant load. Depending on loading conditions,
this can typically occur during either constant load or constant displacement. Some models have been
developed to represent this behavior, however they have very narrow application. At the atomic and
molecular scale, fracture must involve the separation of atoms and molecules. A dissociative energy is
necessary to create this separation and it is has been assumed that in polymers this energy must also be
time-dependent. This time-dependence is often modeled using the Ahrrenius reaction rate equation:
Φ = 𝐴𝑒 −𝐸𝑎/𝑘𝑇

(2.3)

The activation energy in this equation, Ea, has been used to develop several time-dependent yield and
rupture models. A critical activation energy can be defined that determines the time to yield or rupture.

7
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTS

Polyimide thin film was chosen for study due to the common usage of polyimides in solar sails. The
polyimide film used is Kapton manufactured by DuPont, a commonly used film that is very thermally stable.
The film was stored on a roll prior to cutting. This does cause a small existing curvature, however this
effect was minimized by cutting the samples so that the existing curvature goes across the width of the
sample rather than the length. For the following tests, samples were cut from the Kapton roll using similar
methods. The film was pressed down on both sides of the cut in order to minimize wrinkling caused by
the cutting process. An X-Acto knife was used to cut the samples. Cutting area was selected to avoid any
existing damage or creasing visible on the film. Experiments were carried out to separately investigate
material yielding under tension, constant displacement under constant strain, and the permanent
curvature retained from creasing tests. Table 1 shows the various tests performed and the objective of
each test.
Table 1 Tests and Goals
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3.1

Yield Tests

Uniaxial tension tests were performed in order to examine the response of the samples to different testing
rates and observe the strain recovery over several days after the testing was completed. The primary goal
of this observation was to determine the yield point and the time needed for viscoelastic recovery to finish
after unloading. Samples were made using 25 micrometer thick Kapton film and cut to be 100 mm long
with a 10 mm width. These samples were then placed into an MTS Testing System. The samples were
taped onto small plastic plates that were then pressed together by the MTS clamps. This prevents slippage
from occurring during the test. The MTS clamps are then extended until there is no slack in the sample.
The gage length was measured at this point using calipers and the sample was lightly marked to enable
measuring of the gage length once the sample is removed from the MTS. The sample was extended until
a desired strain was reached. The sample was then allowed to return at the same rate until the force
reached zero. Each sample was then removed and measured to determine a residual strain. This
measurement was done by pressing the sample flat with a clear plastic plate and measuring the total
length using a caliper. This measurement was repeated at 24-hour intervals for 96 hours. During this 96hour period, the sample was stored flat to a horizontal surface with no anchoring points. This allows for
mostly free recovery with minimal friction effects on the samples. This was done for final strains from 1%
to 6%. Two strain rates were used, 0.01% and 0.1% per second. The tests occurred at room temperature.
The load was measured with the load cell and the displacement was measured with the built-in
displacement transducer in the MTS. The data was converted to stress and strain using the cross-sectional
area of the sample and the gage length measured before the test.
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3.2

Relaxation Tests

Uniaxial relaxation tests were performed in order to determine the Prony series that is able to represent
the viscoelastic behavior of the samples. The primary method of performing uniaxial relaxation tests to
pull the specimen to a desired strain and then maintain that constant target strain for a period of time by
holding the sample at a constant displacement. These tests were run at multiple temperatures in order to
create a master curve that allows determination of an accurate Prony series representation.

A

temperature chamber attached the MTS testing system allows a selected temperature to be maintained
during testing. The tests were performed at 25 °C, 40 °C, 50 °C, and 60 °C. The test was run with an
extension period of 100 seconds and a constant displacement time of 3700 seconds. The sample was held
during the relaxation period at 1% strain, well within the elastic regime. The clamping method was the
same as used in the tension tests. Prior to the beginning of the test, the gage length was measured as in
the tension test. This gage length was used to determine the strain of the sample. Displacement, force,
and time were recovered from the MTS testing device in order to calculate the change in the elastic
modulus over time in the sample. This can then be used to create a master curve in order to calculate a
Prony series fit.

3.3

Creasing Tests

Creasing tests were performed by pressing the sample between two platens in a pre-bent
configuration. Two 3D-printed platens were used to perform these tests. A creasing process based on
the process developed in the literature [14] was used. Samples of Kapton film were cut to a width of 20
mm and a length of 80 mm. The Kapton film used has a thickness of 25 μm. Samples were cut with both
sides of the cut pressed down in order to minimize wrinkling and damage from the cutting process. Before
insertion onto the lower platen, the sample was taped together at the ends, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The
11

platen was moved at a rate of 0.02 mm/s and tests were done at room temperature. The platen was set
to stop compression when a specified force was reached and then return at the same rate until the load
was near zero. As is discussed by Dharmadasa [14], the target force provides a more repeatable control
point than a target displacement. For creasing tests with a constant load period, a proportional control
was used to maintain the required level of force for a specified period of time. For these tests, the sample
underwent compression at 0.02 mm/s, constant load was applied when the target load was reached, and
then platen reversed direction at 0.02 mm/s until a near-zero load was reached.

The constant

displacement testing followed a similar procedure, with the platen holding constant position rather than
constant load once the target load was reached. For each test configuration, the sample was then
removed, and the tape cut after the test allowing the sample to unfold to a rest angle, as shown in Fig.
3.2. Care must be taken after cutting the tape, as quick movement or touching the crease can cause it to
“pop” back into a flat configuration. The sample was held with the crease vertical for several days to allow
viscoelastic recovery to take place. The sample was held with one end between two magnets and the
other end free to move. Low-zoom pictures of the sample were taken immediately after the test and at
least 4 days after the test. This 4-day period is based on the results from the residual strain testing to fully
allow viscoelastic recovery to take place. During the 4-day period, the sample was stored within a box in
order to minimize the effect of air movement on the crease. A protractor with 10-degree angle difference
between lines was placed behind the sample in order to easily visualize the recoveries approximate effect
on the neutral angle. A camera was mounted on a tripod above the samples and the samples were placed
with the crease at the same location. The main goal of this test was to investigate the onset of creasing
and the effect on the sample’s curvature.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: a) Sample pre-compression, and b) Sample undergoing compression.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: a) Neutral Angle schematic, and b) Sample storage schematic
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3.4

Micrography and Curvature Analysis

After creasing tests are completed and the samples sit for a minimum of 4 days to allow for viscoelastic
recovery to end, the samples were examined underneath a Keyence optical microscope. The sample was
again held so that gravity has little effect on the crease. A white background was used in order to increase
contrast with the Kapton film. Various levels of zoom were used to examine the crease curvature.
Generally, the 200x magnification level was used in the analysis as the higher level provides a clearer view
of the crease and allows the MATLAB script to recover the curvature more easily. The micrographs were
then analyzed through a MATLAB script in order to measure the curvature of the samples. The MATLAB
script begins with a crop of the image to focus on the creased area and an input is requested of the relation
between the number of pixels and the physical distance. This relation was derived from the scale attached
to the micrographs.

The contrast on the image is increased and the noise removed through built-in

MATLAB functions. The image was then converted to black and white and MATLAB’s boundary detection
is used in order to create x and y coordinates that represent the edge of the sample. The x and y
coordinates were converted from pixel distances to millimeters through the previously input relation
between the pixels and the physical distance. This MATLAB script uses the built-in polyfit function in order
to fit a curve to the creased portion of the sample based on the x and y coordinates and then calculates
the curvature through the equation:
|𝑦 ′′ |

𝜅 = [1+(𝑦′ )2 ]3/2

(3.1)

MATLAB then outputs the local maximums of the curvature. Various lighting conditions were used in
order to attempt to capture the creasing across the width of the sample as well. This method does
introduce some error depending on the boundaries selected by the MATLAB algorithm. Figures 3.3-3.7
provide examples of the steps of the image analysis process.
14

Figure 3.3 Initial micrograph of sample subjected to creasing test

Figure 3.4 Converted and cropped micrograph
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Figure 3.5 Polyfit function to coordinates recovered from micrograph

Figure 3.6 Curvature magnitude

16

Figure 3.7 Polyfit overlayed onto converted micrograph, along with curvature and local maximums.
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CHAPTER 4

MODELING

A simulation of the creasing test was created in Abaqus finite element Analysis in order to create an
approximation of the strain present in the sample during a creasing test prior to plastic deformation. This
was used to determine if the onset of creasing coincided with the beginning of plastic deformation in the
uniaxial yield tests. A linear elastic material was selected to compare with creasing tests with no constant
displacement or constant load. The sample was represented by using CPE4 elements (4-node bilinear
plane strain quadrilaterals) and the simulation was two dimensional. The mesh used was fairly dense,
with an approximate node count of 13,500. The mesh density was increased significantly in the creased
section, as this was the area of interest. The test was assumed to be symmetric at the crease, therefore
half of the sample was represented in the simulation and only one platen was needed. This platen was
represented as a rigid body in the simulation. The halfway point of the sample was fixed in the vertical
direction but allowed to move freely in the horizontal. Figure 4.1 shows the initial state of the simulation,
with the sample vertical through the platen. The end of the sample beneath the platen was moved left
and up in order to place the sample above the platen but minimize stress on the sample. In the next step,
contact between the platen and sample was activated and the sample was allowed to recover until it hit
the platen. This end was then fixed in place. Figure 4.2 shows the beginning of the next step in the
simulation, the creasing step. A displacement condition was placed on the platen to move in the direction
shown at the testing rate. Figure 4.3 shows the final state of the creasing step after the target load is
reached. This image is magnified to focus on the area of interest near the crease.
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Figure 4.1 Initial state of FEA simulation.
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Figure 4.2 FEA simulation at beginning of creasing step

Figure 4.3 FEA simulation at end of creasing step.
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In order to replicate tests with constant load or constant displacement and better represent the timedependence of Kapton, a viscoelastic model was created in Abaqus using the Prony Series representation
derived from the constant displacement test results. For a simple validation of the viscoelastic model, a
tension test was created by enforcing a constant vertical strain on a sample. For the creasing and constant
displacement simulations, the creasing step was changed to the Abaqus Visco step type to capture the
time-dependence of the material model. In the constant displacement simulation, displacement of the
platen was stopped at a target displacement and held for the constant displacement period 300 seconds.
This target displacement was selected from the previous creasing simulation in order to achieve a desired
load, in this case 0.05 N/mm. For the constant load test simulation, rather than enforcing a displacement
on the platen, a force was applied to the platen. This force was ramped up from 0 over time using a step
table that roughly replicates the exponential nature of the loading that occurs in the creasing test. This
change allows the force to then be propagated to hold step and for the load to be continuous. Ideally this
will maintain a similar loading curve so as not to have differing viscoelastic effects. This differs slightly
from the actual testing, as the constant load tests done are controlled through displacement until the
desired force was reached. This step replaces the existing creasing step. A hold step was added after this
creasing step that maintained the load for 300 seconds to replicate the creasing tests with a constant load
phase. This hold step also used the Abaqus Visco step type.
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CHAPTER 5

5.1

RESULTS

Yield Strain Results

The stress-strain responses of Kapton polyimide under uniaxial tension are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
Figure 5.1 shows maximum strains of 1%, 2%, and 3%, while Figure 5.2 shows 4%, 5%, and 6%. Figure 5.3
shows residual strain data recovered from the 4%, 5%, and 6% tests.

Figure 5.1 1%, 2%, and 3% uniaxial tension results at test rates of 0.01%/s and 0.1%/s
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Figure 5.2 4%, 5%, and 6% uniaxial tension results at test rates of 0.01%/s and 0.1%/s

In the stress-strain curves, it can be seen that significant non-linearity exists. This is commonly seen in
viscoelastic materials. This nonlinearity begins to appear in the 2% strain test and continues into the
higher strain tests. The samples at 2% strain and above reach zero stress before reaching zero strain,
showing that the samples have some deformation immediately after the test before being removed from
the testing apparatus. In the 1% and 2% strain tests, the samples reached zero stress approximately at
the same time as zero strain, showing that they had fully recovered with no remaining recoverable strain
or permanent deformation. The 3% strain test shows an initial strain of approximately 0.4%, however
once the sample had been removed this strain was not measurable, therefore it was determined to have
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not plastically deformed and viscoelastically recovered in the time between its removal from the testing
device and the residual strain measurement.

Figure 5.3 Residual strains measured over a period of 4 days. Solid lines represent a strain rate of 0.01% per second
and dashed lines represent a strain rate of 0.1% per second

The residual strain data for 1%, 2%, and 3% did not produce measurable residual strain and are excluded
from the above plot. Residual strain began to appear once 4% strain was reached. This applies to both
testing rates. These results matched with the manufacturer data of a yield point near 3% strain. After 96
hours, viscoelastic effects did not noticeably continue, and strain recovery had ceased. The majority of
strain recovery occurs during the unloading portion of the test, with the samples reaching 6% strain
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recovering nearly 4.5% strain before removal. The 4% tests had reached their permanent strain
immediately after testing and did not recover any additional strain over the 96-hour period. Generally,
samples undergoing a higher strain rate showed more strain recovery in the first 24 hours, however there
were not large differences. For both testing rates, the vast majority of the viscoelastic recovery occurred
within the first 24 hours. Assuming a perfect relationship between yield point and creasing, we would
expect the creasing to begin between 3% and 4%, as this is when plastic deformation begins.

5.2

Relaxation Results

The curves from each temperature are combined to form a master curve. Curves are shifted in time to
line up end to end and extraneous sections are removed from the master curve. A MATLAB script was
then used to fit a curve based on several selected relaxation times, allowing for recovery of the Prony
series coefficients at these points. A 5-term Prony series was used for this fit and the curve constructed
from this Prony Series is shown in Figure 5.4. The Prony series coefficients and selected relaxation times
are shown in Table 1 below. These coefficients are later used to develop a viscoelastic material model in
an Abaqus finite element simulation.
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Figure 5.4 Prony Series Master Curve and Fit

Table 2 Prony Series Results

Prony Series
Coefficients
505.9788
(MPa)
Ρi (s)
150

22.94755

70.06866

221.8729

1191.108

200

1000

3000

60002.88
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5.3

Creasing Results

The compression force per unit width during creasing are shown below in Figure 5.5 with regards to time.
The same data is shown for creasing tests with constant load in Figure 5.9 and creasing tests with constant
displacement in Figure 5.12. All of the above-mentioned figures show data from two testing sets.
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Figure 5.5: Compression force per unit width during creasing without a constant load period.

The tests in figure 5.4 show samples compressed with no constant load period. The loading in the initial
portion of the test was very small, showing that the initial distance of the platens will not have a significant
effect on the creasing test. As the load increases quickly past a certain point, the strain rates of the
samples undergoing creasing was likely much higher. From the tensions test results and general
viscoelastic behavior, it can be expected that samples undergoing this loading regime will have a higher
energy to recover after the test when compared to the tension testing. Samples subjected 0.05 N /mm
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showed small creasing initially after the test but afterwards recovered to a flat configuration (Figure 5.6).
Samples at 0.1 N/mm and above maintained a permanent curvature after the recovery period (Figure 5.7).
While the samples loaded at 0.05 N/mm did not maintain a permanent curvature, through visual
inspection deformation could be seen as a crease line alongside the interior of the crease (Figure 5.8).
This area was subjected to compression from the creasing process. From this we can determine that in a
simple creasing test at this rate, the onset of creasing beings between 0.05 N/mm and 0.1 N/mm.

Figure 5.6 Recovery of 0.05 N/mm sample to flat configuration, no permanent curvature

Figure 5.7 Recovery of 0.1 N/mm sample, retained permanent curvature
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Figure 5.8 Photographs attempting to capture crease line visible on samples with no permanent curvature
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Figure 5.9: Compression force per unit width during creasing with a constant load period.

In the above figure 5.9, samples were subjected to a constant load period for 5 minutes once a specified
force was reached. All of the samples subject to the 5-minute constant load period maintained permanent
curvature after testing, including at 0.05 N/mm (Figure 5.10) unlike the creasing tests with no constant
load period. An examination of the displacement during this constant load period shows that the
additional displacement during this period was very minimal, yet this constant load has a large effect on
the creasing of the material. As the total time of loading was much longer than the previous creasing
tests, less energy was available for viscoelastic recovery after the creasing process was completed.

Figure 5.10 Recovery of 0.05 N/mm sample with constant load, maintained permanent curvature
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Figure 5.11 Displacement during constant load
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The amount of displacement that occurs during the constant load period was very small, under 0.1 mm
over 300 seconds as shown in Figure 5.11. While this small amount of displacement does not have a
significant effect on the curvature of the sample during the test, this constant load period causes a
significant higher retention of permanent curvature. The majority of the displacement occurs in the initial
50 seconds of the constant load phase. Samples undergoing constant load at lower loading had higher
displacement during the initial portion of constant load period. From an energy viewpoint, samples
undergoing lower load are farther from the critical energy and so continue to displace until this energy
was reached.
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Figure 5.12: Creasing Tests with Constant displacement Portion.
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Figure 5.12 shows the compression load on samples subjected to constant displacement periods of 5 min
at various maximum loads. These samples showed similar results as the tests with no constant load phase.
Permanent curvature was observed at 0.1 N/mm and above (Figure 5.14), however no permanent
curvature was maintained at a load level of 0.05 N/mm (Figure 5.13). This implies that constant
displacement has a much weaker effect on creasing than constant load in the same time period.

Figure 5.13 Recovery of 0.05 N/mm sample with constant displacement, did not maintain permanent curvature

Figure 5.14 Recovery of 0.1 N/mm sample with constant displacement, maintained permanent curvature
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5.4

Microscope Analysis

To the eye, the creased samples show a sharp change in angle at the creasing location. However, when
examined underneath a microscope, the curve presents as a more gradual curve. The relationship
between the loading conditions of the sample and maximum curvature of the creased area was shown
below. Obvious outliers that exist because of errors in the curve fitting procedure are removed. The
curvature results from this analysis are shown in Figure 5.15 for two test data sets.
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Figure 5.15 Curvature Analysis of creased samples
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Figure 5.15 shows an expected overall increase in crease curvature with an increase in force per mm. The
micrographs concur with visual observation that samples undergoing 0.05 N/mm load with no constant
load period did not fully crease or maintain significant permanent curvature. A leveling off or sometimes
decrease in curvature was observed between 0.15 and 0.2 N/mm. In the no constant load case, after this
point the curvature did not significantly increase. In the 5 min constant load case, the curvature did
continue to increase after these points.
When subjected to 5 minutes of constant load at the maximum load, samples had significantly higher final
curvature than samples that had no constant load period. In particular, samples at higher loads had a
dramatic increase in curvature when subjected to a constant load period. For example, samples
undergoing loading of 0.25 N/mm had approximately 1.8 rad/mm increase in permanent curvature. This
large difference can be observed visually in Figures 5.18-5.21. Also of note, with no constant load the
sample at 0.05 N/mm did not have significant permanent curvature (Figure 5.16), however the sample
with constant load at 0.05 N/mm did have permanent curvature (Figure 5.17). This shows that the sample
had fully creased while the sample without constant load did not. This testing illustrates the onset of full
creasing behaves differently than the onset of yielding. It is likely that longer constant load periods would
create higher curvature in the samples and also cause the onset of creasing at lower loads. This shows
that criteria for the onset of creasing is dependent on several factors that must be accounted for. The
sample at 0.1 N/mm with no constant load had reached full creasing, however the neutral angle was very
slight. An added constant load period could be used to more precisely reach the desire angle or curvature
when packaging the material.
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Figure 5.16 Sample loaded to 0.05 N/mm with no constant load period

Figure 5.17 Sample loaded to 0.05 N/mm with 5 minutes of constant load
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Figure 5.18 Sample loaded to 0.25 N/mm with no constant load period

Figure 5.19 Sample loaded to 0.25 N/mm with 5 minutes of constant load
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Figure 5.20 Sample loaded to 0.25 N/mm with no constant load period (high magnification)

Figure 5.21 Sample loaded to 0.25 N/mm with 5 minutes of constant load (high magnification)
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While not conclusive and easily repeatable, under certain lighting conditions the creasing line across the
width of the specimen appeared to be visible (Figure 5.22). This line showed on the compressive side of
both fully and partially creased samples. Similar to inspecting the samples with the naked eye, light has
to be reflected in the correct direction in order for the crease line to become visible. This is due to the
reflectiveness of the Kapton film used.

Figure 5.22 Micrograph of crease line
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5.5

Modeling Comparison

Figure 5.23 Elastic Abaqus Simulation Compared to Test Data
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Comparisons between the elastic finite element simulation and test data are shown above in Figure 5.23.
The elastic simulation matches reasonably well with the test data once the Abaqus simulation data is
shifted in time to match with the force level in the test data. Small inaccuracies in the displacement
measured during testing can have a large effect on the displacement and force relationship, therefore
comparison between the force level and force vs time slope are the key components. The elastic
simulation slightly underpredicts the slope prior to 0.05 N/mm. Above 0.1 N/mm, the slope of the
simulation is steeper. This is expected, as 0.1 N/mm is near the point of full creasing based upon the test
data and the elastic simulation does not capture the plastic behavior during creasing.

The elastic

simulation also does not capture the non-linearity that occurs in Kapton.
A viscoelastic material was created in Abaqus to better represent the time-dependent properties of
Kapton. This material was defined using the Prony Series representation derived from the constant
displacement testing results.

In order to validate the viscoelastic model, a tension simulation was

compared with test data from constant displacement testing (Figure 5.24).
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Figure 5.24 Comparison between viscoelastic model and test data in tension

While the viscoelastic model slightly overpredicts the stress throughout the test, the stress constant
displacement curve is captured very well by the viscoelastic model. The overprediction of the stress may
be caused by errors in the size of the sample or in the initial gage length measurement.
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Figure 5.25 Viscoelastic material model compared to test data

Figure 5.26 Stress contour of viscoelastic model (GPa)
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Figure 5.27 Strain vs Load in both the Elastic and Viscoelastic models

The viscoelastic simulation agrees similarly with both the elastic model and the test data until
approximately 0.1 N/mm (Figure 5.25). The viscoelastic model predicts a slightly lower strain than that of
the elastic model, however the agreement between the two models shows that the test rate was wellselected to avoid significant viscoelastic effects. The stress contour recovered from the viscoelastic
simulation is shown in Figure 5.26.
Both simulations shows that a force of 0.05 N/mm will create a strain slightly above 4% in the sample if
only elastic strains are considered (Figure 5.27). This is above the yield strain of 3% discussed previously.
This strain was taken at a cell on the interior of the crease. However, the testing at 0.05 N/mm produced
samples with no permanent curvature or neutral angle. This shows that the relationship between full
creasing and yielding is not one to one, with full creasing occurring significantly after the expected onset
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of yielding. The simulation shows samples loaded to 0.1 N/mm with an elastic strain of above 6% however
in practice these samples had a very slight permanent curvature.

Figure 5.28 Comparison between creasing constant displacement test data and simulation

In Figure 5.28, it can be seen that the viscoelastic model captures the initial load vs time curve very well,
as expected from the previous comparisons. However, the viscoelastic model significantly underpredicts
the decrease in load during the constant displacement period. In particular, the load decreases much
more drastically during the initial portion of the constant displacement period. While samples at a loading
level of 0.05 N/mm had not creased, they did maintain visible deformation on the interior of the crease.
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From this observation and the strain recovered from the previous creasing simulation, it is reasonable to
conclude that this difference in load decrease likely comes from plastic and viscoplastic effects.

Figure 5.29 Displacement during constant load of Viscoelastic simulation and Test data

In Figure 5.29, the viscoelastic simulation significantly underpredicts the displacement during the constant
load phase. This follows with the conclusion that samples that underwent constant load are experiencing
failure based upon their retention of permanent curvature. After approximately the first 50 seconds of
constant load, the test seems to follow a similar curve as that of the viscoelastic simulation, indicating
that either plastic or some either failure mechanics occur in this first period that are not captured by the
viscoelastic simulation.
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CHAPTER 6
6.1

DISCUSSION
Discussion

The creasing behavior of viscoelastic thin films is not currently well understood. Based on visual
observation of sample in the above creasing tests, we hypothesize three phases of creasing. The first
phase is purely viscoelastic, where no visible crease is formed and no permanent curvature appears after
viscoelastic recovery ceases. The second phase enters partial creasing where a crease line is visible on the
interior of the fold but not the exterior. Samples in this phase also do not maintain permanent curvature.
Samples in this case have yielding occur on the interior, however the exterior has not visibly yielded. It is
possible that the interior would tend to maintain a permanent curvature, however the elastically
deformed exterior returns to a flat configuration and forces the interior back to a flat configuration as
well. This would explain why these samples did not have a permanent curvature. This phase is difficult
to define quantitatively due to the reflective nature of Kapton, however it is visible to the eye under
specific lighting conditions. The crease may begin to form on the interior of the crease first if the material
has a lower yield point when undergoing compression. Another possibility that explains this partial
creasing period is the brittle deformation on the compressive side observed by Abbot [15]. It is possible
that the interior would tend to maintain a permanent curvature, however the elastically deformed
exterior returns to a flat configuration and forces the interior back to a flat configuration as well. This
would explain why these samples did not have a permanent curvature. The third phase is that of full
creasing where the crease is visible on both sides. These creases form a much stiffer crease that retain
permanent curvature. Figure 6.1 lays out these phases visually.
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Figure 6.1 Visual representation of creasing phases

An interesting aspect of these phases is determining how far past the yield point the third phase occurs.
From the finite element simulation, a sample loaded to 0.05 N/mm had a maximum strain of above 4%,
higher than the yield strain of 3%. However, samples loaded to this level with no constant load phase did
not fully crease. Based on visual examination, these samples had partially creased and showed plastic
deformation along the interior of the crease. Full creasing was not reached until 0.1 N/mm or nearly 6%
strain with no constant load phase. From these results we can determine that with no constant load
phase, full creasing begins between 0.05 N/mm and 0.1 N/mm. Similar results occurred with a constant
displacement phase added to the test. However, with the addition of constant load, a different criterion
would need to be developed in order to define the onset of creasing.
As expected, increased force applied to samples corresponds to an increase of permanent curvature
above the creasing point. After comparison between several types of tests, it appears that constant load
has a significant impact on both the formation of full creases and on the intensity of the permanent
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curvature. This implies that formation of the full crease is linked to other criteria besides a yield
strain/stress. While the difference in displacement is only slight, the constant load period creates a
significant increase in the permanent curvature. Overall, adding a constant load phase, even a fairly short
5-minute period, provides a large increase in permanent curvature when compared to increasing the load.
One possibility is that the creasing could be linked to the accumulated energy in the material. This is
supported by the lack of higher intensity crease formation during the constant displacement tests, which
do not affect the energy of the sample.

6.2

Future Work

The results from this thesis could be further investigated in several different ways. A higher number of
tests varying the force could more accurately determine a specific load to cause the onset of full creasing
with no constant load phase. Constant load phases of different lengths could develop more insight into
the combined effect of loading and constant load on the onset of full creasing. From this additional testing,
it may be possible to show that there is a load level that will not develop full creasing even under
extremely long constant load. SEM micrography could potentially be used to more fully investigate
samples that are near the onset of full creasing and to examine samples that are partially creased with no
permanent curvature. SEM micrography would allow for more quantitative determination of the onset
of the partial creasing phase, as well as provide additional insight into the formation process of the cracks
shown by Abbot et al.
From a modeling standpoint, a visco-plastic model may more fully represent the creasing behavior. This
model would allow comparison between the permanent curvature formed during the simulation and
testing. The onset of creasing could be compared to an energy criterion based on the activation energy.
This would require a large amount of testing to develop precise relations between each variable and the
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onset of creasing. A model could be developed from this activation energy to capture the creasing
behavior and determine a critical energy level that causes the onset of full creasing. This model could be
used to predict crease formation under various loading conditions.
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